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Inelastic-incoherent-neutron scattering can be a valuable nanostructural probe of 
Hz-doped porous materials, provided the spectral peaks can be interpreted in terms 
of crystal-field-split hydrogen-molecule energy levels, which represent a signature of 
the local symmetry. Inelastic-neutron-scattering measurements as well as extensive 
theoretical analyses have been performed on stage2 Rb-intercalated graphite (Rb- 
GIC), with physisorbed H2, HD, and Dz (composition C~,M(HZ)~, with x = 0.8 
or l.O), a layered porous system with abundant spectral peaks, to assess whether 
the crystal-field-state picture enables a quantitative understanding of the observed 
structure. The experiments were made at 15 K on the QENS spectrometer at the 
Intense Pulsed Neutron Source. Potential-energy surfaces for molecular rotational 
and translational motion (parallel and perpendicular to the intercalant plane), as well 
as the intermolecular interactions of hydrogen molecules in Rb-GIC, were calculated 
within local-density-functional theory (LDFT). A fi x fi periodic unit cell (with 
composition Q R b )  was treated in the calculations. Model potentials, parametrized 
using results of the LDFT calculations, were employed in schematic calculations of 
rotational and translational excited state spectra of a single physisorbed Hz molecule 
in Rb-GIC. Results of our analysis are basically consistent with the assignment by 
Stead et al. of the lowest-lying peak at 1.4 meV to a rotational-tunneling transition 
of an isotropic hindered-rotor oriented normal to the planes, but indicate a small 
azimuthal anisotropy and a lower barrier than for the isotropic case. A peak of low 
intensity at 4.0 meV is most likely a host feature. Based on the experimental isotope 
shifts and the theoretically predicted states, we conclude that spectral peaks at 11 
and 22 meV are most likely related to center of mass excitations. We attribute the 
relatively weak peak at 32 meV to a librational excitation, and that at 44 meV to an 
out-of-plane vibration. 

PACS categories: 61.12.-q, 61.43.Bn, 68.65.+g, 63.20.P~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Adsorbed or intercalated light atoms such as H and He exhibit quasi-two-dimensional quantum behavior at 
low temperatures.' Stage-? Rb- and Cs-graphite intercalation compounds (GIC) with physisorbed ("molecularly 
absorbedn2) Hz are of special interest because the excited-state spectroscopy measured by inelastic-incoherent-neutron- 
scattering (IINS)3.4 of these systems provides a stringent test for models of the quantum states. Although these 
materials have received less attention than adsorbate systems:>6 the ternary heavy-alkali-metal GICs with Hz can 
provide important insights into quantum behavior in two dimensions, and into the extent to which IINS spectroscopy 
of hydrogen in porous media can be employed as a local structural probe. 

In earlier work3?' the 115s spectra for Hz in Stage-2 Rb- and Cs-GIC were interpreted in terms of a crystal-field- 
state picture. The direct evidence in support of this model, however, is limited. Improvements in both experimental 
and theoretical capabilities motivated the present effort to assess more quantitatively the crystal-field-state picture. 
New high-resolution IINS measurements oil Hz in Rb-GIC were made at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, Argonne 
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?I:ntiori;d I,;iI)or;itory ;m(i fill iii an cricrgy range missing in tlic prcvioris work, as wcll as providc lxttcr resolution 
overall. Tlitrsc rcsu1t.s incliidc iiiciisurcnient.s for HD and D2 as wcll its Hz. Fiirtlicritiorc, extensive tlicorctical calcu- 
lations W:IT perforriled w i t l i i i i  the loc~-der:sit~-fuiIctiorl;il-tlieory (LDFT) franicwork of the potential-energy surface 
of liydrogcn riiolccrilcs in  tlic Rb-GIC system. These potential srirf;tccs were tlicri employed in model calculations of 
tkic ground and excited states for isolated hydrogen molecules in this material, which enable a critical assessment of 
tlic origin of the spectral peaks. The basic result of our  investigation is that all of the peaks can be interpreted within 
the crystal-field-state picture, but their positions are in several c s e s  shifted from those predicted with our LDFT 
potentials. The possible role of intermolecular interactions, neglected in our model calculations, is at present unclear. 

Of some .general interest is the use of hydrogen-molecule-dopant IINS spectroscopy as a local structural probe of 
porous structures. The IINS spectrum in principle provides a detailed signature of the local environment in the vicinity 
of the site occupied by the molecule. Hydrogen molecules have been proposed as probes of local structure in other 
porous systems, such as molecular sieves.' This approach can be successful only if a relatively simple interpretation 
exists of the excited states. Our analysis of Rb-GIC, with a key role played both by the measurements for several 
isotopes and the ab initio calculations, provides some hope that this can actually be accomplished. 

A brief description of the atomic structure of Rb GIC as it bears on the ternary system ki th  absorbed hydrogen is 
given in section 11. This is followed in section I11 by a description of the IINS experiments, as well as a summary of 
previous measurements on these materials. The theory is presented in section IV. An interpretation of the spectral 
peaks is given in section V. A summary appears in the l i s t  section. 

11. HEAVY ALKALI GIC WITH PHYSISORBED HYDROGEN 

In the heavy-alkali-metal (Rb or Cs) GICs with physisorbed hydrogen molecules, the molecular center-of-mass 
motion is essentially confined to a plane midway between two graphene sheets, whose separation is stretched from 
3.35 A in pristine graphite to  5 - 6 A in the intercalated system by the heavy-alkali-metal atoms. Catculations 
described in section N confirm the steep energy barriers to molecular center-of-mass motion perpendicular to the 
layers. Since the molecular center-of-mass motion in the intercalant plane is relatively free, this material can be 
regarded as a kind of atomic quantum-well system. Owing to the large "gallery" width, the Hz molecular bondlength 
and vibrational frequency are virtually unchanged from their values in vacuum? Judging by the behavior of rare-gas 
adsorbates on graphite, the intermolecular interaction is also expected to have similar form to that in vacuum, with 
a slightly shallower attractive potential well.'* 

Since the molecule is undissociated in stage-:! GIC, it has orientational as well as center-of-mass degrees of freedom. 
In contrast to adsorbed Hz on graphite:' the low-energy orientation of absorbed molecules is perpendicular to the 
layers, as a consequence of quadrupolar interactions with alkali-metal atom intercalants, as described in section N. 
The molecular intercalates exist only in stage 2 (2 graphene sheets separate successive intercalant layers), but not in 
the more densely intercalated stage 1, with composition CsM. A complicating feature of the stage:! heavy-alkali-metal 
GIC, with approximate stoichiometry G4M, is its incommensurate intercalant structure and the resultant disordered 
crystal potential. Periodic intercalant structures that consist of f i x  fi domains separated by grain boundaries have 
been as  approximants to the actual disordered structures. The picture of the intercalant structure as 
a mosaic of small fi x fi domains is supported by molecular-dynamics simulations.'s*'6 

Hydrogen can dope the stage-:! heavy alkali GICs continuously, up to  slightly greater than two molecules per 
alkali-metal intercalant; however, the phase diagram is unknown. A reconstruction appears to  occur in the vicinity 
of 0.8 molecules per alkali-metal atom. X-ray diffraction measurements' would be useful to determine whether the 
reconstruction inT-olves the host or only the hydrogen dopants. 

111. EXPERIMENT 

A. Previous Work 

Previous inelastic-incoherent-neutron-scattering measurements were performed by Stead et a l . 3 3 4  a t  Institut Laue- 
Langevin and on the DIDO beryllium-filter spectrometer a t  Harwell for both stage-:! Rb- and Cs-GIC ( C Z ~ M ( H Z ) ~ )  a t  
various hydrogen-molecule fillings, z. Measurements were also made on specimens doped with HD. The lowest peak 
energy (= 1.4 meV for specimens with Hz) was independent of filling for z < 0.8. This peak was identified as the 
rotational-tunneling t ran~i t ion '~  for a molecule located a t  "site A" within the intercalant plane. At higher fillings, 
2 > z > 0.8, a new set of peaks identified with "site B" transitions appear;p4 well removed in energyfrom those of 
site A. Furthermore, the line shapes of the site A peaks are modified. The energies of several of the observed features, 
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B. Present Measurements 

Altliouglr Stead et aL3v4 investigated tliese systems in considerable detail, the important energy interval 5-15 ineV 
was omitted from their nieasurenients owing to instrumental limitations. To obtain more complete and higher- 
resolution data, particularly in the energy range below about 20 meV, spectra were measured for C24Rb(H2). with 
the QENS spectrometer at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Measurements were 
also made on HD and D2 to  determine the mass dependence of the spectra, as described below. Polycrystaliine 
specimens" were prepared with fillings z = 0.8 or 1.0. Neutron final energy was fixed at 3.65 meV. 

The IINS spectral intensity at energies below 55 meV measured at  15 K'' for hydrogen-molecule filling z = 1.0 is 
shown in Figure 1. The solid curve represents a fit to the data (based on a superposition of Gaussians), and the inset 
highlights the rotational-tunneling transition at 1.4 meV, the highest intensity feature in the spectrum. We note that 
at least three of the peaks that appear in Figure 1 (Le., those at 2.7,11, and 22 meV) cannot be accounted for within 
the isotropic hindered-rotor rnodeL3*' The split peaks at 2.7 and 11 as well as the peak at 32 meV were not observed 
in the earlier Although well-defined higher energy transitions may exist, our measurements show no distinct 
peaks at energies above those shown in Figure 1. 

C. Isotope Shifts 

Measurements were made on Rb-GIC specimens doped with HD and D2 as well as H2. No previous work on D2 
has been published. Results are shown in the three panels of Figure 2. Some of the more prominent peaks are 
indicated by vertical lines at the top of each panel. The peak energies are listed in Table I. Peak energies that 
(hypothetically) belong to  corresponding states are listed on the same row of the table. Ratios of HD and 0 2  energies 
to those for corresponding H2 transitions are also listed, For reference, inverse-square-root mass scaling gives a ratio 
0.82 for HD/H2 and 0.71 for D2/H2, whereas inverse mass scaling give a ratio 0.67 for HD/H2 and O S  for Dz/E2. 
The isotopic shifts for the corresponding-peak assignments shown in the table follow very closely the prediction of 
inverse-square-root scaling for the transitions at 10.7, 11.9,22.1 and 43.7 meV for H2. 

For a tranklational degree of freedom governed by a power-law potential V(z) = Cx" ,  the energy eigenvalues scale 
with mass as rr~-"/("+~). For rotational degrees of freedom or most other types of translational potentials, on the 
other hand, no comparably simple isotopic scaling exists. The inverse-square-root scaling found for the 11, 22, and 
44 meV peaks may therefore plausibly be attributed to  harmonic oscillator potentials. Note that a flat potential with 
hard boundaries (ie. a square-well potential) would result in inverse-mass scaling. 

D. Para- and Orthohydrogen 

To interpret the spectra properly, the relative population of ground and first excited hydrogenic states in the 
measured specimen must be known. If the lowest-lying excited state (EH,  = 1.4 meV) is associated with rotational 
tunneling, then para ( p )  and ortho (0 )  correspond to the ground (9) and excited (e) states, respectively, in the 
specimen filled with H2. At equilibrium, the Boltzmann population ratio 

o / p  = e/g = 3 exp(- E H ~  /kT). 
At T = 15 K, o / p  M 1. Close agreement between spectrameasured before and after a two-week holding period (at low 

temperature) indicates that the ortho-para ratio was close to equilibrium. In the case of HD, e/g = exp(-EtID/kT) 
and for D2, e/g = (1/3)exp(-E~,/kT). The lowest excited level in HD, E H D  = 0.45meV (see Table I), and the 
corresponding equilibrium population ratio a t  15 K e / g  = 0.7, of similar magnitude to that for Hz. Therefore, even 
at  15 K, e/g is of order unity for either HD or HZ filling. 

IV. THEORY 

The sharply structured IINS spectrum (Figure 1) suggests that the ground and low-lying excited m-olecular states 
have identifiable physical interpretations. The abundance of spectral peaks makes C24 Rb( H2)= particularly challeng- 
ing to theory. Stead et al. interpreted tlieir results in ternis of localized crystal-field molecular states, a reasonable 
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hypotl i fs is  iii view of the proportionality of the pqak iiiteiisitics and the iiiscnsitivit!- of tlicir positions t o  hydrogen 
filling (for I < 0.8).3 The locafizcti-cr?.st.al-field-statc picture underlies the "site A( B)" iioiiicnclatrirc and the corre- 
si'oritfiiq: site-popiilatiori aiidyscs prwciitcd i i i  the earlier CaIcuIatio~is~-~ Insed 0x1 an aziiiiutlidly symmetric 
Iiiritlercd-rotor model, furtlieriiiorc, siiggcst that some of the peaks are attributable to rotational trarrsitions. The 
reiiiaining (lionhost) peaks may plausibly be identified with excited states of the iiiolccular center of inass motion. 

111 spite of its plausibility, however, evidence for the localized-crystal-field-state picture is inconclusive, and more 
detailed tests are required to establish its \-alidity. In this section, we calculate the excited state spectra of the 
molecules, a t  least schematically, to facilitate such tests. Calculation of the molecular states requires knowledge of 
the molecule-host interaction, the subject of section A below. In the present calculations, the host electrons are 
treated within the Born-Oppenheimer approsimation, and the host lattice is treated as static. Excitation energies 
are therefore treated within the F'ranck-Condon approximation. A periodic approximant to the host structure is 
considered in calculations of electronic structure and total energies. F'urthermore, intermolecular interactions are 
neglected. Although none of these approximations is insignificant, the present single-particle framework is a necessary 
starting point. Since the quantum states of light interstitials in metals require a many-body description even in the 
simplest cases:o12 one might be inclined to dismiss the present anisotropic and disordered system as intractable 
theoretically. Nevertheless, the experimental fact of abundant and sharp IINS peaks, which in many materials are 
not observed, suggests that  clear interpretations are available. 

A difficult theoretical issue is the extent of localization of the hydrogen molecules. In general, several factors 
will tend to localize the ground state and to  a lesser extent excited states, including the quasi-two-dimensionality 
of the the disordered intercalant structure of the host:' ~elf-trapping~' and coupling to host phonons2', 
electronic effects beyond the Born-Oppenheinier approximation:' and intermolecular interactions. The H2 single- 
particle potential, discussed below, is not strong enough in itself to localize excited states at many 6f the observed 
IINS peak energies. Strong localization either of the ground or excited states is, however, not strictly required to 
produce sharp IINS peaks?6 

A. Interatomic Potentials 

The components of the H2 interaction potential are discussed in this section. Following a progression of descending 
energy scales, the out-of-plane translational potential will be considered first, then the rotational and the translational 
potentials of isolated hydrogen molecules, and finally the intermolecular interaction. 

Previous calculations for adsorbates on clean" and rare-gas-platedz7 graphite employed model pairwise and three- 
body intera~tions.2~ The interatomic interactions of hydrogen molecules in stage2 Rb GIC, however, has not received 
previous attention. Our construction of painvise potentials is guided by LDFT total-energy calculations. We find 
that within the intercalant plane, the H2-alkali interaction dominates the &-graphite (%orrugation") potential. Fur- 
thermore, the energy scale for Hz perpendicular vibrations is, as expected, higher than that for in-plane motion. 
Physically, the Hz-alkali-atom potential represents the superposition of a screened quadrupole-quadrupole interaction 
at  intermediate range and a core-overlap repulsion at  short range. The strength of the attractive quadrupolar interac- 
tion is determined by the charge transfer of the H2 and the Rb intercalants to  the graphite layers and by the dielectric 
properties of the layers. An analysis of charge transfer indicates that the electropositive alkali intercalants donate 
most of their valence charge to the graphene sheetsz8, whereas the absorbed molecules are slightly electronegative, 
thereby leading to a weak Coulomb attraction between the hydrogen molecule and alliali-metal atom. 

1. Local- Densify- Functional- Theory Calculations 

The potential-energy surface of hydrogen molecules was obtained from LDFT total-energy calculations for a periodic 
system with composition C28RbH2. LDFT is the best available approach, since correlated many-electron-wavefunction 
techniques would be computationally prohibitive. The present application, nevertheless, poses a severe test of the 
LDFT methodology, owing to the small energy scales, the anisotropy in the layered GIC system, and the possible 
importance of exchange and correlation contributions, which LDFT treats only in a local approximation. 

A plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 60 Ry, and separable norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the Troullier- 
Martinszg form, were employed. The semicore 4p electrons of Rb, which lie within the graphite valence band, are 
treated as band  state^^'?^^. Self-consistent Kohn-Sham orbitals were obtained by a preconditioned conjugate-gradient 
method algoritl~rn,~' modified to treat metallic systems.32 The Gaussian-broadened method34 was employed, with 4 
special k points. 
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~ ~ i c  x & supercell of tile grapliite Iioncyconib lattice, a coiiiriiciisiir;itc-;~1)I'rO-\;iI"'~xit to tIic aliali-metal- 
intcrcalaiit structure, which corresponds to coiiipositioii CzsRl,, was clioseii its tlic periodic unit cell in  these cal- 
culations. As mentioned allow, tlic actual iiitercalant structure is a disordered mosaic of coIiiniciisurate fi x fi 
doiiiaixis separated by doiiiairi boundaries of higher alkali density. The site-X positions are thought to be located 
within tlie Jf x fi doiiiai~is.~ Xccordirig to this viewpoint, the present calculations pcrtdn to the site-A spectro- 
scopic features. 

To fully specify the unit-cell configuration, stacking sequences for both tlie graphite and the intcrcalant layers must 
be selected. The ideal graphenclayer stacking sequence for stage-2 GIG:' AIABlBClC, where the vertical spacers 
represent intercalant layers, is employed throughout. Three inequivalent intercalant stacking. sequences (polytypes) 
are compatible with this graphite-layer sequence. The polytypes will be denoted PBla,b and P3, and have repeat 
lengths of 21, 21 and 3 iiitercalant layers, respectively. The three polytypes differ in the nearest-neighbor spacings 
of intercalants in adjacent layers. Since the a l M i - a l U  interaction is the polytype P3, which has the 
largest interlayer nearest-neighbor separation, is expected to have the lowest energy. The stacking sequences for the 
P3 polytype is illustrated in Figure 3. The arrow indicates the in-plane displacement of a given intercalant layer 
relative to an adjacent layer. The P21a sequence is generated by a translation vector connecting a hexagon-center 
position and a hexagon vertex; P21b is generated by a vector twice as large, but with the same orientation. We 
emphasize that these polytypes pertain only to our idealized periodic system with composition &Rb, and do not 
actually occur in nature. 

Calculations were performed with either one or two hydrogen molecules per unit cell. The f i x  f i  cell with a single 
hydrogen molecule provides information about potentials in the ddute limit, since the intermolecular interaction is 
negligible at separations of the order of the lattice constant = 12.4 a.u., where d is the carbon-carbon bond 
length. 

Most of the LDFT calculations employed observed lattice constants, although a few calculations were done for LDF'T 
predicted lattice constants.33 The predicted in-plane lattice constant is about 1 percent smaller than experiment, 
whereas the calculated equilibrium c-ads lattice constant is 6 percent larger than experiment. We have employed for 
the AIA sandwich thickness the measured c-axis lattice constant of stage-l Rb-GIC36, and for the AB spacing the 
interlayer separation of pristine graphite. C-C bond lengths appropriate to stage-1 Rb GIC36 were employed. The 
small layer expansion and distortion resulting from the H2 d 0 p i n 2 ~  are neglected. 

LDFT calculations are applied in the following to characterize the crystal potential 

of an H2 molecule embedded in a stage-2 Rb GIC matrix. Here r and z are the molecular center of mass coordinates 
parallel and perpendicular t o  an intercalant layer, and 12 = (8,4) represents the molecular orientation; the H2 bond 
lengthg is treated as k e d .  The slight budiling of the graphene sheets resulting from intercalation3' is neglected in 
the calculations. 

2. Out-of-Plane Center-of-Mass Pofentid 

The potential for translations in the z direction, perpendicular to  the layers, is illustrated in Figure 4. The plotted 
results correspond to the P21a polytype, B = 0 and r located slightly displaced from a trigonal site (trigonal sites are 
equidistant from 3 intercalants in  the f i x  Jf supercell) along a line joining the trigonal to an alkali-metal intercalant 
site; this is a relatively low-energy in-plane position, as will be seen below. A quadratic potential V = k z 2 / 2  fitted 
to the calculated points is represented by the solid curve. The calculated points oscillate about this best-fit harmonic 
potential. Based on the curvature k, we find the energy scale for perpendicular center of mass motion of hydrogen 
molecules is of order iiz = 45 meV. Perpendicular vibrations therefore possess a higher energy scale than many of 
the excitations that appear in the IISS spectrum (Figure 1). The out-of-plane potential-energy curve \aries only 
moderately with in-plane position r; for example, results for the trigonal site are almost identical to those for the 
off-trigonal site plotted in Figure 4 for displacements less that 0.5 a u .  The zero-point molecular-center-of-mass 
vibrational amplitude normal to the layers is approximately 0.3 au. For comparison, the vibrational (rms) amplitude 
perpendicular to the layers of bulk graphite at low temperatures3' is 0.12 a.u. 

3. Roiaiiond Potential 

Rotational spectra were analyzed by Stead et aL3w4 with an isotropic-hindered-rotor model, where the rotational- 
energy harrier was treated as a n  unknowi parameter. The present LDFT calculations essentially confirm the validity 
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of this rnod(i1. gt:iicrdized sligiit iy t 0 int-l i i( iv ,a s n d l  aziriiiitlixl-aii~5lc xiisatropy ill the rotational biirricr. 
Ttircc different ceiit,er-of-Iiinss positions, r, \yere exaiiiiiied, tlic trigoiial site, the “bridge” positioii inidway bctwecn 

t\vo u ~ i r c s t  -1icig1ibor alkalis. and a sit.<- r2l)oiit 20 pcrccrit of the distance froin a trigonal t.o an intercalant site. The 
polar-an& energy depcIideiice is \vcll-rcprcserit.cd iii all cases by \.(e) - 1 - cos(28) = 2sin’ 6 ,  with the preferred 
iiiolccnlar orieiitat.ioii (0 = 0) parallel to tlic c-asis. The azimuthal-angle dependence is given approximately by 
\‘(O) - n + bcos(2[6 - bo] ) ,  where tlic anisotropy amplitude b / a  is essentially zero a t  the trigonal site, 0.32 at the 
off-trigonal site, and 0.40 a t  the bridge site. The calculated results for the off-trigonal site are plotted in Figure 5, 
along with a fit (solid curve) to the analytical form. The mean energy barrier for rotation through the equatorial 
plane (0 = n/2) ,  a = 96,120,121 meV for the trigonal, .of€-trigonal, and bridge sites, respectively. Although results 
are mentioned only for the P21a polytype, similar behavior would be expected for the other two polytypes. 

4 .  In-Plane Center-of-Majs Pofenfial 

The center-of-mass motion of the molecule is governed primarily by the potential V(r, z = 0,B = 0). As mentioned 
above, quadrupolar interactions between a H2 molecule and an alkali-metal intercalant tend to align it normal (0 = 0) 
to the layers. In addition to the quadrupolar interaction, the center of mass potential also includes a corrugation 
potential resulting from interactions with the graphene sheets, interactions with alkali ions in other layers,‘ and 
intermolecular interactions. Within the present treatment, the center of mass potential possesses the periodicity of 
the chosen &‘ x &‘ unit cell. The f i  x fi unit cell is illustrated by solid lines in the inset to  Figure 6. The dashed 
line divides the cell into two equilateral triangles whose vertices are occupied by Rb intercalants; the .center of mass 
potential of a single H2 molecule must be determined only within one of these symmetrically equident  triangles. 
The filled triangles denote trigonal positions at the center of the irreducible triangles. The results plotted in Figure 6 
represents the potential along a line from a bridge site ( r  = -0.5, in units of the a l l d  ion-trigonal site separation 
fidcc, where dcc is the carbon-carbon bondlength) through a trigonal site ( r  = 0, filled triangles in the inset) 
toward an alkali-metal ion ( r  = 1.0). These results correspond to the P3 polytype; the P21 polytype is considered 
below. 

We note first that the energy scale (- 20 meV) is indeed lower than that for the rotational potential. Going from 
the trigonal site r = 0 (which we arbitrarily set as the energy zero) in the +r direction, V(r )  shows an attractive 
region with a minimum near r = 0.15, owing to  the attractive quadrupolar interaction, followed by a sharply repulsive 
core-overlap region as the molecule approaches the Rb intercalant. The va,n der Waals radii (1.2 A for H2, and 1.49 
A for Rb+) touch at r = 0.29, where the potential is already strongly repulsive. In the opposite direction, toward 
the bridge site at r = -0.5, the molecule experiences the attractive quadrupolar interaction with both members of 
the bridge, while avoiding the core overlap, since the bridge length, 6.55 A, is larger than the sum of van der Waals 
diameters. These calculations were based on experimental values of the lattice parameters, which, as mentioned, differ 
from the equilibrium values determined from LDFT calculations. To test the sensitivity of the results to the lattice 
constants, calculations were also performed for the calculated equilibrium lattice c0nstants.3~ The results were similar 
to those shown in Figure 6, but with a slightly shallower minimum near r = 0.15. 

The center of mass potential for the P21a polytype is plotted in Figure 7 (solid curve); these results are analogous to 
those for the P3 polytype plotted in Figure 6. Apart from fine-scale oscillations, the overall structure of the potential 
for the two polytypes is similar. Fine scale oscillations with a period of about O.l(fid) appear in both cases- It is 
tempting to attribute these oscillations to the graphite corrugation potential, but they are most likely a numerical 
artifact associated with the FFT grid. 

To represent the potential throughout the unit cell, it is convenient to express the energy in terms of an effective 
molecule-alkili-atom central-force pair potential. We have employed a parametrized potential of the form 

&(z) = Aexp(-cr[z - ZO]) - C/z4 + D / z s ,  (3) 

where z E 1 - r is tlie hydrogen molecule-Rb separation, the potential minimum 20 = 0.84, and A,a, C,  and D are 
adjustable parameters. Qualitatively, the first term represents the core-overlap repulsion, and the sum of the inverse- 
power potentials the alkali-metal-atom-hydrogen-molecule (screened) quadrupole interaction. The total potential is 
then the sum of pairwise interactions with the Rb neighbors of a hydrogen molecule. The parameters43 in eq. (3) 
were fitted to the calculated results in Figure 6 between r = 0.0 and r = 0.3, with the potential constrained to cut 
off a t  z = 1. The harmonic approximation to this potential has a minimum Eo = -8.6 meV at 20 = 0.84, with 
corresponding frequency tlwo = 18.9 meV for Hz; anharmonicity is therefore pronounced even for tlie ground state. 
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5. Ir~tct-7rioIccirlnr Potetttinl 

Tlic cffcctiw ii i t  cratouiic interaction betweeii rare-gas adsorbates on graphite is substantidly the same z s  in 
vacuuiii,lo. This is also cspect.cd to be the case for tlie iiitcriiiolecular interaction of hydrogen intercalated in stage-2 
Rb GIC, as iiicntioncd ixi section 11. LDFT total-energy calculations were performed, as a function of intermolecular 
separation, oil a unit cell with two molecules oriented perpendicular (e  = 0) to the layers. The molecules are placed 
symmetrically on o1)posite sides of a bridge site. Positions of the 28 carbon atoms in tlie unit cell are kept fixed in 
these calculations. The calculated effective intermolecular potential 

V,lf(R, ,  Rb) = E(GsRb(H2)2) - 2E(GsRbH2) + const, (4) 
where & and Z& are the center of mass positions of the two molecules, is plotted in Figure 8. The effective potential 
V,,f(R) shows a minimum slightly deeper and at intermolecular separation 1 a.u. smaller than isotropic intermolecular 
potentials in vacuum.45 With the molecular orientation assumed in the present calculations, steric hindrance is 
smaller than in the isotropically averaged interaction, which accounts for the shorter minimum-energy intermolecular 
separation. The results for V,j / (R)  indicate that the attractive part of the intermolecular potential is somewhat 
weaker, but of the same order of magnitude, as that for the HZ-Rb interaction (Figure 6). 

B. Hydrogen-Molecule Eigenstates 

The results presented in section A indicate that the in-plane motion has a lower energy scale than the-rotational and 
out-of-plane-vibrational motion. To s impm,  we treat the latter degrees of freedom in an adiabatic approximation, 
so that the in-plane motion is governed by an effective potential in which the rotational and vibrational motion are 
integrated out. Accordingly, the potential that  enters the molecular Schroedinger equation 

( H ( r ,  z, f2) - E)+ = 0, 

V(r, z,f2) = u(r) + v(r, 2) + w(r, f2), 

(5 )  

(6) 

where El = T + V, is approximately decomposed into three terms, 

with u(r) E V(r, z0,00), the in-plane potential; v(r, z )  f V(r, z, $20) - V(r, 20, Qo), the out-of-plane vibrational 
potential; and w(r,n) E V(r, Z O , ~ )  - V(r,a,Qo), the rotational potential. Here zo refers to the in te rdant  plane, 
and 00 corresponds to a molecular orientation perpendicular to the layers. 

We employ a product wavefunction 

q., z,f2) = XJ,& 20; f2)€(., Qo; z)+(r) 

(Lo t ( r ,Q)  - EJ,M(. ) )XJ,M(l - ,  zo;f2) = 0, 

( h d r ,  2) - &(r)Mr,  2) = 0, 

(h&) - -%)$i(T)  = 0 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

and factor the Schroedinger equation into rotational 

vibrational 

and in-plane 

components. Here hroi(ryR) = trot + w(r,R), hl ( r ,z )  = t l  + v(r, z), and h r ) = til  + Vil(r), where the in-plane 
adiabatic potential is 

l $ ( r )  = u(r) -+ Eoo(r) + Eo(r)- (11) 

The forgoing separation of variables, based on eq. (6) ,  will be employed throughout the remainder of this paper. 
The degrees of freedom r, z and R are assumed weakly coupled, as a first approximation. To check the coupling of the 
rotational to out-of-plane vibrational degrees of freedom, numerical calculations were performed of the z dependence 
of the rotational barrier V(r, zo, i l l )  - V(r, z0, QO), where 01 G (s/2,+); the in-plane coordinate, r, was located at  a 
trigonal site, at which the 4 dependence is small. Only a gradual decrease of the rotational barrier is found as z is 
moved away from the intercalant plane 20, which indicates that rotational-vibrational coupling is small. 

Note also that the Hz bond length is held fixed, since the associated vibrational frequency is an order of magnitude 
larger than any of the otlier energy scales. 
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The results presciitcd above show t h a t .  t . 1 ~  wt.at.ioria1 riiotiori hits the largest energy s d e  o f  tl ic in-plarie ticgrccs of 
frcctioiii rcprtseiited iri tltc potential V(r, O , $ ) .  We found in scchi i  A 3  an  anisotropic Iiindcrcd-rotor pot.cntial 

with Cz symmetry. This potential apparently has not been studied previously, although a similar potential with cos2 8 
polar-angle dependence has been treated.40 To gain insight into the role of azimuthal anisotropy (4 dependence), which 
was neglected in the previous work: the Sclirodinger equation for a quantum rotor in a potential given by eq. (5) 
was solved numerically with a spherical-harmonic basis set, I<,.,,. The method of solution is described briefly in 
the appendiix. The appropriate dimensionless parameters for the problem are the reduced mean rotational energy 
barrier“ a / B ,  and the anisotropy ratio, b/a. Here B = h2/21 is the molecular rotational energy constant, which is 
(7.356, 5.538, 3.709) meV for (Hz, HD, D2). Plotted in Figure 9 are the transition energies from the ground state to  
excited-state multiplets as a function of a / B .  The lower panel corresponds to  the isotropic rotor with b = 0 and the 
upper panel to anisotropy b /a  = 0.5. Far nonzero b/u, the degeneracy between M and -M states is split, as shown 
in the upper panel of the figure. 

Although the rotational states represent a t  most only part of the hydrogen-molecule wavefunction, they already 
furnish guidance for the interpretation of the observed IINS spectrum (Figure 1). If we assume that the lowest-energy 
IINS peak represents a rotational t r ans i t i o~ i ,~~  a constraint is imposed on allowable values of the rotational-barrier 
parameters a and b. Thus, in the vicinity of the trigonal site, b $;: 0, and the measured tunneling splitting of 1.4 meV 
implies a / B  EZ 13.5. For HD the measured tunneling splitting of 0.4 meV implies a / B  19, and SO in- the two cases 
the transition energy implies a barrier of 102 rt 10 meV, remarkably close to our calculated barrier. As described in 
section A3, however, the anisotropy increases for center of mass positions away from the trigonal site. The results 
in Figure 9 show that the rotational-tunneling splitting of a rotor with given value of anisotropy parameter & has a 
lower bound as the mean rotational energy barrier a / B  is varied. This minimum tunneling splitting is plotted as a 
function of b/u in Figure 10. Based on the measured value (1.4 meV) of the tunneling splitting for Hz, we find an 
upper bound on the anisotropy of about b/a = 0.3. An even more stringent bound is obtained from the tunneling 
splitting for HDP4 for which the transition energy (0.4 meV) requires an anisotropy of less than b/a = 0.15. From 
this we conclude that a center-of-mass ground state localized in either of the two candidate sites from our calculated 
potential already appears t o  be incompatible with experiment, because of their higher rotational anisotropy. A more 
detailed consideration of center-of-mass states is given in the following sections. 

A significant feature of the rotational spectra in Figure 9 is the wide energy gap between the rotational-tunneling 
transition a t  1-2 meV and the lowest “librational” mode transition between 30 and 50 meV (for a / B  M 10 - 20). The 
measured spectra in Figure 1, on the other hand, show several peaks (at 2.7,4,11 and 22 meV) within this gap. (In 
the previous work of Stead et al.,3*4 only one peak in this energy range was identified). We now explore the possible 
relationship between these spectral peaks and center of m a s  state excitations. 

2. Center-of-Maw Eigenstates 

The potential for the center-of-mass motion, eq. (11) is the superposition of the “directn interaction u(r)  and the 
rotational and vibrational zero point energies, Eoo(r) + Eo(r), respectively. The direct interaction was discussed in 
section A4. The variation of the zero-point energies over the unit cell is small compared with the variation in u(r) and 
is therefore neglected. Instead of solving the molecular center-of-mass Schroedinger equation for the actual calculated 
potential u[r), simplified. computationally tractable models are constructed, designed to capture the qualitative 
features of the states. fntermolecular interactions and the disordered domain structure of the Rb intercalants are 
neglected, because our aiin is to assess the validity of the site-A crystal-field-state picture, which postulates states 
localized within individual cells of the fi x fi domains. The central issue is whether the “gap” transitions, such 
those a t  11 and 22 me\’, can be attributed to center-of-mass state transitions, as suggested by Stead et al.374 

3. Rb-centered State 

The potential given by eq. (3) gives rise to a minimum of depth Eo at  radius z o  surrounding tlie Rb intercalants. 
If 20 were small enough that the contribution from neighboring alkali-metal intercalants (with midpoint distance 
5 = f i /2  = 0.SSS ...) were negligible, then a t  least the ground state would be localized in a ringlike state surrounding 
a Rb atom. In the harmonic approximation, 
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Tlic cciitcr-of-inxss tigciistatcs for this poteritial can be labeled by raciid q r i x i t u i i i  riuiiilxr 11 aiid (circular) angular 
iiioiiieiitiiiii quantiiiii 1iuiiiIier [. Since the lmrmoiiic oscillator frcqueiicy (19 iiieV) is greater than tlie well depth (9 
nieV), a t  most the 11 = 0 state is localized, but bound states may exist with higher 1 .  The approxiinate transition 
energies arc 

If we consider, hypothetically, zo = 0. i  (ro = 5.0 am), transitions would occur at 0.15,0.6,1.4,2.4, etc. meV, and 
inverse-mass isotope scaling would be espected. For no values of zo in this range is there correspondence, however, 
between these predicted energies and experiment. The Rb-centered states therefore appear unlikely. 

4 .  Bridge-centered and Of-trigonal-site States 

The LDFT calculations yield approumately zo = 0.84, which is close enough to half the intercalant separation for 
the wells from two neighboring alkalis to overlap to  form a deeper well in the “bridge” region. In this case the well 
forms an asymmetric two-dimensional harmonic oscillator, with roughly 25 meV frequency in the direction toward 
the alkalis, and 4 meV frequency (very sensitive to the exact value of 20) in the perpendicular direction. For co 
slightly greater than &/2 = 0.866 ..., this overlap well bifurcates into two wells with a small barrier between them at 
the bridge location; in fact we may already be seeing this in the full calculated potential of Figure 6. In either case, 
such bridge-centered eigenstates would have centersf-mass transition energies in the range we are looking for and 
the correct isotope dependence, and it is tempting to  ident* the 22 meV peak with the calculated 25 meV oscillator 
frequency. However, this excited state energy seems too high to be localized in our calculated potential. Additiond 
evidence against a bridge-centered ground state is the analysis in section nTB, which indicates that the azimuthal 
anisotropy associated with a localized bridge-centered state is inconsistent with experiment. 

For slightly larger values of the parameter t o  there is a ring of minima surrounding the trigonal site, associated 
with the combined potentials of the three neighboring atkalis. There is some evidence for this in our full calculated 
potential for the P21 polytype in Figure 7. Equations (13) and (14) would again apply, but now the ring radius t o  is 
reduced to around 1 au.,  and the transition energies from the ground state to states of different 1 would be 3.8, 15, 
34, etc. meV, within the energy region of interest. The rotational anisotropy may not be an issue in this caSe since 
the ground state has equal probabiliQ- of being in positions with three different directions of anisotropy, so on average 
it should be roughly the same as the trigonal site itself, which has essentially no anisotropy. However, for these states 
the transition energies scale inversely with mass, and so again this result seems inconsistent with experiment. 

5. ITt-igond-site Statej 

If the alkali-Hz potential minimum parameter zo were close to 1, (due, for example, to overestimated quadrupole 
interactions in the LDFT calculation) the potential wells of three neighboring alkalis would merge into a single well 
centered on the trigonal site. The resultant harmonic oscillator potential would be symmetric because of the three- 
fold symmetry there. The corresponding oscillator frequency estimated from eq (3) is close to 11 meV, an intercell 
barrier a t  the bridge site of about 28 meV. The ground state and two excited states could be localized within such 
a well, giving transition frequencies at 11 and 22 meV, almost exactly matching IINS peak positions. Furthermore, 
the inverse square-root isotope effect for this model is in agreement with the experiments, as is the zero ground state 
rotational anisotropy. 

Although such a center of mass potential is not directly supported by tlie LDFT calculations, it could arise from a 
slight modification of the fitted potential. 

6. Eztended States 

Although we have thus  far considered localized states, in the presence of perfect periodicity (the lattice of fi x 
fi unit cells) coherent Bloch states would be the formally correct representation. Consider a simplified model in 
which, instead of eq. (3), the alkali atoms are treated as hard disks. The states for this potential a;e delocalized; 
however, the bottlenecks between the disks appreciably narrow the bands. \Ve note that siniilar potentials have 
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I)ccri st i i t l iv t i  111 t l i v  corltcst of pliotonic 1);ititIs in  periodic dielectric arrays," arid tile 2-diiuensiouai Sinai-billiard 
inodd.4i \\.e have cdculat cti t l ~ c  cigcnstates I)ascd on a technique dcvrlopetl iii councction with tlic latter 
It involves c.sp;uidiiig t Itc wavcfiinct ion in platic waves and deteriiiinirig the eigcnvaltics tliat are coinpatible with the 
zero bouiidary conditions at tlie disk surfaces. Guided by the potential in  Figure 6, we consider disks with radii 
0.433 of the triangular lattice coiist.ant, wliicli corresponds to 0.75 of the trigonal site-intercalant spacing. The first 
several eigeiivalues for H2 (starting with tlic ground state) are found to be 7.84, 15.89, 16.80, 21.88, and 25.3 meV. 
The corresponding bandwid t lis are of order 1 nieV, although higher eigenstates have considerably larger bandwidths. 
These results confirni that the escluded volume associated with the disks appreciably narrows the bands and that at 
least the lowest energy transitions to resonant states above the potential barrier could produce relatively sharp peaks 
in the IINS spectrum. We note, however, that such states would have inverse-mass isotope-shift scaling, contrary to 
the experimental observation, which is a serious drawback of the hard-disk-array potential model. 

C. Influence of Intermolecular Interactions 

Clustering of the hydrogen molecules may occur at low temperatures, even for dilute filling, although there is at 
present no direct experimental evidence of this. It is therefore possible that the intermolecular interactions play 
an important role in the ground and excited states of this system, and in particular might be expected to  enhance 
localization of the higher energy excited states. To treat the intermolecular interactions theoretically is a difficult 
many-body problem (analogous, say, to solid hydrogen in a random external potential) and is not addressed in this 
paper. 

V. INTERPRETATION OF IINS SPECTRA 

We discuss in this section the interpretation of the Im'S spectrum. Since no selection rules are applicable, all 
excitations are in principle observable. In view of the large incoherent-neutron-scattering cross section of H, spectral 
peaks of primarily hydrogen character are expected to  be prominent in Hz and HD-doped intercalated graphite. Some 
host phonon spectral featuresS0j3 may also be visible. Since the first excited state as well as the ground state is 
populated at 15 K (see section IIID), higher excitations may give rise to doublets split by OrEHD. h most of the 
following discussion, however, peak energies are interpreted as ground-to-excited-state differences. 

A. 1.4 meV Transition 

The 1.4 meV peak is the sharpest inelastic spectral feature, as shown in the inset t o  Figure 1. Its energy is well 
below the phonon density-of-states maxima of the binary stage2 Rb GIC host5' and thus represents a hydrogen 
feature. It is attributed to  transitions between the lowest two rotational states42 ("tunneling splitting"), as described 
in the preceding section. As mentioned earlier, its intensity is proportional to  filling, whereas its position is insensitive 
to filling for 3: < 0.8.3*4 Further, values of the rotational barrier required by the isotropic (or weakly anisotropic) 
hindered-rotor model to  yield the observed tunneling splitting for H2 and HD (u = 100 meV) are in close agreement 
with each other, and with our LDFT calculations. These results all lend support to the crystal-field-state picture? 
Incidentally, the tunneling-splitting in the D2-doped system (less than 0.1 meV) is below the experimental resolution. 

B. 2.7 and 4.0 meV Transitions 

The 2 . i  and 4.0 meV transitions, not previously observed, may represent host features. Simulations for stage-2 
Rb GIC5' showed a phonon DOS peak associated with in-plane Rb-intercalant modes centered at 4.2 meV, in close 
agreement with esperimental  observation^.^^ The 4.0 me17 peak seen in Figure 1 may plausibly be identified with the 
4.2 meV phonon peak in Rb GIC, with the peak shifted slightly owing to the presence of the hydrogen molecules. 
Consistent with this interpretation is the absence of an isotope shift in the corresponding peak for C24Rb(HD)=. 

The 2.7 meV transition may be (i) a subfeature of the manifold including the 4.0 meV peak, (ii) another manifes- 
tation of tlie 4.0 meV feature, shifted by EH1, corresponding to orthohydrogen, or (E)  an in-plane molecular-center- 
of-mass vibrational state. The feature a t  1.5 meV in C24Rb(HD),, may represent (iii), shifted by the isotope effect. 
These energies (2.7 and 1.5 meV) appear sufficiently small to be consistent with the shallow in-plane potential wells 
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C. 11 and 22 rneV Transitions 

The transition at  22 nieV was previously observed by Stead et  al.3.' The splitting of the 11 nieV transition in 
CzdRb(Hz),, may be associated with orthohydrogen. It is tempting to interpret the 11 and 22 meV transitions as 
the first two excitations of harmonic oscillator-like states, because of the approximately inverse square-root isotope 
effect (section 111) and the integral ratio of the transition energies. On the other hand, the frequency of the (LDFT- 
predicted) out-of-plane potential is too high to be relevant to these transitions, whereas the high excitation energies 
are difficult to reconcile with the shallow in-plane potential wells. We note, however, that  the extended excited states 
may be sufficiently narrow to match the observations. Furthermore, another possible scenario is that the LDFT 
calculations overestimate the attractive part of the H2-Rb interaction, as discussed in section IV.B.5; a trigonal-site 
centered harmonic potential may then produce an almost perfect match to  the experimental transition energy and 
isotope shift, as well as the inferred rotational anisotropy. In any case, the 11 and 23 meV transition energies are 
of the same order of magnitude as transitions predicted within several models of the H2 center-of-mass motion, so 
it is not unreasonable to attribute the transitions to center-of-mass motion, even if the.precise states have not been 
established. 

I). 32 meV Transition 

The 32 meV transition is distinguished from those at 11 and 22 meV by its minute isotope shift, which seems to 
preclude assignment as a third transition in that sequence, and the small integrated intensity. This might suggest 
appreciable host participation in this mode, although the highest energy phonon density-of-states features attributed 
to alkali metal intercalants" are ih the range of 13 meV. Also worthy of consideration is the possibility that this 
mode is the second rotational (first librational) transition of the Hz molecule. With an isotropic-hindered-rotor- 
model rotational barrier of a / B  e 14 (u e 100 meV), the second rotational transition occurs at 39 meV (Figure 9). 
This is considerably larger than the experimental value, however it is possible that nonsinusoidal contributions to 
the rotational potential, as weU as rotationai-translational coupling significantly shift the observed transition. The 
observed HD to H2 ratio of transition energies of 0.95 is consistent with the predicted ratio of 0.94. 

The small integrated intensity indicates a small matrix element. General considerations suggest that librational 
transitions have smaller matrix elements than those associated with center-of-mass motion, which provides additional 
support for the assignment of this mode to the librational transition. 

The next highest predicted rotational transition (which corresponds to  J = 2,M = 1) for the isotropic hindered- 
rotor model is at 49 meV. The experimental data, however, do not show any distinct feature in this energy range, or at 
higher energies. Either small matrix elements and/or wide band-widths for these states may make them unobservable. 

E. 44 meV Transition 

Model calculations for both librational and out-of-plane vibrational modes yield energies in the vicinity of the 
observed value of 44 meV. The observed isotope shift ratio of 0.82 between HD and H2, however, is consistent with 
a harmonic oscillator transition and cannot easily be reconciled with the isotope shift ratio of 0.94 predicted for the 
librational mode. 

Although 44 meV is again close to a multiple of the apparent 11 rneV in-plane oscillator frequency, the LDFT 
calculations also predict a perpendicular center of mass vibrational frequency of 45 meV, and the matrk-element 
argument (as well as the greater intensity of the 44 meV peak than the 32 meV peak) suggests that the observed 
transition is indeed associated with this out-of-plane vibrational motion. 

F. Transitions at  Higher Fillings 

A remaining issue is tlie identity of "site B". None of the fi x &' sites appears to be have the high rotational 
barrier called for by the low observed tunneling ~ p l i t t i n g , ~ . ~  and therefore site B is most likely locatkd in a higher 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

.A pririiary motivation of this work \\-as to  assess to what extent IINS spectra for C24Rb(HZ)z (and related isotopically 
substituted systems) provide a detailed sigriature of the local environment surrounding the hydrogen molecules. If 
the crystal-field-state picture could be made more quantitative, it would lend confidence to the application of IINS 
spectroscopy as a nanostructural probe of other hydrogen-doped porous systems, such as molecular sieves. 

The interpretation in the earlier work by Stead et al.51~ focused on the rotational transitions and did not consider 
center-of-mass excitations. It was found that the isotropic-hindered-rotor model (section 111) could apparently account 
for several of the observed IINS peak positions, whereas some other possible crystal-field symmetries, for example, 
tetragonal:‘ yield splittings between rotational-tunneling and fundamental-librational lines ( J M  = 10 and 11) much 
larger than experiment. No direct theoretical justification of the isotropic-hindered-rotor model was available, however. 

The LDFT calculations in the present study suggest that  the isotropic-hindered-rotor model is essentially correct, 
although the model should be generalized to include a small azimuthal anisotropy, the consequences of which are 
considered in the appendix and in section 111. On the other hand, several transition peaks identified in the earlier 
w o r l ~ ~ ? ~  were not reproduced in the present IINS measurements. Furthermore, the 44 meV peak, previously attributed 
to the fundamental librational transition, appears more likely associated with an out-of-plane vibrational mode, based 
on the isotope shifts, as well as the LDFT calculations. We tentatively assign the fundamental librational transition 
to the narrower but weaker 32 meV peak. Overall, therefore, although the hindered-rotor model is gow on a firmer 
theoretical footing, the role of librational transitions in the observed IINS spectra is not as clear as it seemed. 

Particular attention was given in the present work to the spectral peaks that could not be identified with rotational 
transitions, namely, those features between the rotational tunneling peak at 1.4 meV and the 32 meV peak. Of these 
peaks, the ones at 11 and 22 meV are perhaps most critical. They show an inverse square-root (harmonic-oscillator 
like) isotope shift in the spectra for both HD and Dz and therefore represent hydrogenic rather than host features. 
Calculations based directly on the LDFT potential, however, are unable to reproduce all the essential features of 
these transitions (transition energy, isotope shift, and the ground state rotational anisotropy). A modification of a 
potential model fitted to the LDFT calculations suggests that the explanation may be a net harmonic potential well 
centered on the trigonal site, resulting from the overlap of the potential for neighboring alkalis. If this model is correct, 
the interaction derived directly from the LDFT calculations is too attractive (or insufficiently repulsive) in that the 
minimum in the potential should be further from the alltalis. 

We have mentioned in section I11 that our single-particle-approximation theoretical treatment, although a necessary 
starting point, neglects several many-body effects (phononic, electronic, and intermolecular) that  may be important. 
For example, since the predicted single-particle-approximation bandwidths, of order 1 meV, are of the same order as 
the measurement temperature (15K), localization of the ground state is likely. The localization of the excited states 
at  11 and 22 meV, for which at least the second is likely to be higher than the single-particleapproximation barriers 
to migration, is more difficult to judge. The role of the intermolecular interactions may be important for a proper 
description of the localization of the center of mass excited states. Even with these uncertainties about the center of 
mass states, the correlation between calculated and observed spectroscopic features reinforces the promise this End 
of hydrogen spectroscopy as a nanostructural probe of porous materials. 
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APPENDIX: T H E  ANISOTROPIC ROTOR MODEL 

For a three-dimensional rotor described by coordinates 8,4, the free eigenstates are tlic spherical liarmonics 1<,,,(8, 4) 
with energy eigenvalues f i21(1  + 1)/21, where I is the moment of inertia of the rotor. The Hamiltonian matrix elements 
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and the corresponding st ates arc obtaiIied by diagonalization of tlie resultant, inatris. The simplest way to evaluate 
the matrix elcnients of tlic potential is to rewrite our angular potential ~ ( 9 )  = sin' e(a + bcos(24)) as a sum of 
spherical harmonics: 

Then the matrix elements are simple triple integrals of spherical harmonic functions, which can be evaluated in terms 
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

We can immediately simplify somewhat by noting that nonzero matrix elements appear only between states differing 
in 1 or m by multiples of 2, so there is actually a conserved parity-type quantum number for 1 and for m: p = 1 mod 2 
and q = m mod 2, leading to 4 disjoint subblocks in the Hamiltonian, with p = 0 or 1 and q = 0,l .  The Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients C( ...) can be readily evaluated numerically by one of the standard iteration schemes, although the 
ones we needed here (those with AZ = f2,O and Am = -f2,0) can be obtained from standard tables>8 In calculating 
the eigenenergies shown in Figures 9 and 10 we performed exact diagonalizations of the matrices for fixed p and q 
values, including all free rotor states with 1 < I,. By comparing results for different values of the angular-momentum 
cutoff, we found excellent convergence for 1, = 12. 
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FIG. 1. Iuelastic-neutron-scattering spectrum for the ternary GIC Itb(Ha)o.s at 15 I< measured on QENS spectrometer 
a t  IPNS, Xrgonne Kational Laboratory. The inset shows the rotational tunneling peak at 1.4 meV. Solid line represents a fit 
to  the data with Gaussiaus. 

FIG. 2. Inelastic-neutron-scatteriug spectra for the ternary GIC CztRb(H2)o.s at 15 I< measured on QENS spectrometer, 
Argonne National Laboratory. The panels show results for D2, HD and H2, respectively. Vertical lines at top of each panel 
indicate peak positions. 

FIG. 3. Large circles denote carbon honeycomb lattice, and s m d  circles represent alkali-metal-ion intercalant positions in 
the CzaRb unit cell. Lines terminating on arrows illustrate generating vectors for the P3 polytype. These vectors represent 
the in-plane translation of one intercalant layer relative to an adjacent layer. (The two graphene sheets that sandwich each 
intercalant layer are translated by one third the second-nearest neighbor honeycomb-lattice spacing, relative to the adjacent 
sandwiches.) After three translations, the sequence repeats itself. The P3 polytype corresponds to the largest generating vector; 
two smaller generating vectors correspond to polytypes P21a and b. 

FIG. 4. Potential energy of hydrogen molecule as a function of center of mass coordinate z perpendicular to the layers. 
Calculation performed for P21a polytype, with molecular axis oriented normal to layers; in-plane position r described in the 
text. Solid line represents fit to a parabola. 

FIG. 5. Azimuthal-angle dependence of the rotational potential for r in oE-trigonal site (see text), with the molecular a x i s  
parallel to the layers. 

FIG. 6. Center-of-mass potential for Hz along a slice (indicated by the line with the arrow) through the unit cell starting 
at a bridge site ( r  = -0.5) and passing through a trigonal site (r = 0).  The potential becomes steeply repulsive as an 
alkali-metal-atom intercalant site at r = 1.0 is approached. Trigonal sites are indicated by triangles. The plotted results are 
for the P3 polytype. 

FIG. 7. Center of mass potential for Hz along the same path as in previous figure, for the P21a polytype. The points are on 
a coarser grid than in Figure 6. 

FIG. 8. Effective intermolecular potential for Hz molecules in stage2 Rb-GIC, based on eq. (4). The molecular axes are 
perpendicular to the layers. R is the distance between the center of mass positions of the two molecules, which are located on 
opposite sides of a bridge site. Potential zero arbitrarily chosen to correspond to molecules on adjacent trigonal sites. 

FIG. 9. Transition energies from the ground state to excited rotational states versus reduced rotationalenergy barrier. Lower 
panel corresponds to isotropic barrier and upper panel is based on azimuthal anisotropy ratio b/a  = 0.5. The vertical axis 
energy scale corresponds to that for H2; for HD and D2 the energies are lower by a factor of 0.75 and 0.50, respectively. 
The same energy scale also enters into the rotational inertia parameter B on the horizontal axis, so that for the same barrier 
parameters, HD and DZ are further to the right. 

FIG. 10. Minimum tunneling splitting as a function of the azimuthal anisotropy parameter. Obtained from minima in curves 
such as those in Fig. (9) 
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T.4BLE I. Observed transition energies (me\’) for Hz, HD, 
and D2, arid ratios of transition energies iu HI) and DZ to 
corresponding energies in Hz. Peak widths (half-width at 
half-maximum) aud relative areas are also noted for the Hz 
peaks. 

HZ HD HD/HZ Dz Dz/Hz 
Position Width Area Position Ratio Position Ratio 

1.4 0.1 
2.7 0.3 
4.0 1.5 
10.7 1 
11.9 1 
22.1 3.5 
31.7 1.5 
43.7 2.5 

1 0.4 0.29 
0.1 
0.25 
1 8.8 0.82 7.7 0.72 
1 9.6 0.81 
1 18.3 0.83 15.6 0.71 
0.25 30.1 0.95 
1 34.9 0.80 
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